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ABSTRACT

and as a result it gives back control of the data to users. In some
decentralized social networks, user data remain in user machine
[1, 2].
Information retrieval and search is di�cult in DSN compared
with OSN. In OSN, the social network provider has access to the
entire social network data. In OSN, a query from a user can be
e�ciently answered with sophisticated indexing techniques on the
entire social network data. But there is no centralized entity in
a DSN with access to all the social network data. Asknext [10]
developed a protocol to search for an agent in OSN and its requires
complete data of the OSN. The algorithms developed in this paper
are e�cient for incomplete OSN, specially decentralized OSN.
In this paper, we assume that a search process in DSN will use
the following procedure:

Distributed Social Networks (DSNs) are the solution to the privacy
and security problems of online social networks. In DSN, a user
controls their own data as it chooses personal storage for its social network data. In absence of a centralized entity with access to
all social network data, information retrieval becomes di�cult in
DSNs. In this paper we propose to use crowd sourcing for information retrieval in a DSN. We analyze a popular information retrieval
problem called expert search in a social network. In this paper,
we present an algorithm for such a crowd sourcing based search
process which includes solution for (a) the worker selection problem (b) the task selection problem and (c) the reward distribution
problem. Using experimental evaluation, we show that, the search
algorithms proposed in this paper can be as e�cient as a greedy
search algorithm with access to entire social network information.

• A user depends on its contacts in the DSN for an answer
to its query, i.e., a user sends a query to its neighbours in a
DSN who may have the answer and may know any other
user who has the answer.
• So, it sends the query to its neighbours and who may forward
it to their respective neighbours.
• For example, a user Sam is looking for a knowledgeable
person in machine learning. Alice is another user of the
social network who is unknown to Sam but they have a
common friend Bob. Bob regards Alice as a machine learning
expert though Alice’s activities in the social network. In this
scenario, Bob will recommend Alice to Sam. Note that, in
a OSN, this search could be answered by the OSN provider
who has access to the entire social network information. But
in a DSN, a user depends on its neighbors for such a search.
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INTRODUCTION

Social networking has become the most popular communication
medium of human life. However, centralised social networks have
security and privacy problems. In a social network, users store
large amounts of private data and they have very limited authority
to control their own data. Social network provider have immense
opportunity to extract, analyze user’s data anonymously and they
may handover user data to third parties for personalised advertising.
Therefore, the absence of con�dentiality and data ownership is the
most discussed drawback of a centralized social network.
Distributed Social Network (DSN) can provide a potential mitigation of the security and privacy problems of OSNs. In DSN, a
user chooses the storage location of its data and it controls the
access to such storage. This helps to eliminate certain privacy and
security issues. The bene�ts of distributed social networks are open
source code, decentralized, not owned by any central authority

Such a search initiated by a user may resemble a cascade on the
network as the query spreads on the DSN. Such a search process
can be very ine�cient. This is because, users may not participate
in the search, users may not have the knowledge or expertise to
answer the query or even route the query to the users who may
have the answer. To overcome the above problems, in this paper we
employ crowdsourcing. The proposed search process solves three
problems.
• Worker selection problem: We need to select workers who
are most likely to answer the query or route the query to
the users who has the expertise to answer it.
• Task selection problem: We need to� nd a suitable subset of
the recommended neighbours of the workers to whom the
the workers will propagate the query.
• Reward distribution problem: We need to� nd a payment
scheme for the workers who participate in the search. The
payment scheme should encourage truthful behaviour of the
users.
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PROBLEM STATEMENT

The probability of an agent’s participation will depend on
its expertise w.r.t the query.
(3) Termination: At any time ti , i receives the set C ( , ti ). i
may choose to terminate the cascade process at any time ti
and it will choose x users S ✓ C ( , ti ) such that the following
is maximum:

We represent the DSN as an undirected connected graph G = (V , E)
where the set of vertices V = { 1 , . . . , n } represents the users and
the set of edges E = {e 1 , . . . , em } represent the links among them.
d ( i , j ) will denote the distance between i and j in G. Distance
between two nodes is the number of hops on the shortest path between them. N ( i , x ) will denote the neighbourhood of the user i
with order x (a positive integer), i.e., N ( i , x ) = [ j 2V :d ( i , j ) 3 j .
Ke = {k 1 , . . . , kp } be a set of p keywords which can describe expertise of a user in the DSN G. For example if G is a citation network
then the keywords could be extracted from the publication of a user.
K ( i ) ⇢ Ke will denote the expertise of a user. Next we de�ne the
expert search problem introduced in [15].

|R \ [ j 2S K ( j )|.

Thus S becomes the solution to the query (R, x ), i.e., A(R, x ).
Using the above de�nition of cascade as a formal model of search
in DSN, we can formally de�ne the e�ciency parameters, i.e., cascade size and quality of the solution.
• We can calculate the cascade size as |C ( , ti )| for a search
which has terminated after ti time instances.
A(R,x )
• Quality of the solution is measured as |R | where A(R, x )
is the solution generated by the search after ti time instances.

De�nition 2.1. Expert search problem: We denote the expert
problem as a tuple (R, x ). The search is initiated by a user i who is
looking for a team of x users who have expertise R ⇢ Ke among
them. A solution to the search problem will be denoted as A(R) ⇢ V
which is a subset of users.

Now, we de�ne the crowdsourcing problem for the above search.
Our objectives for using crowdsourcing are to maximize the quality
of solution obtained within a� xed time duration and minimize
the number of users involved in the search at the same time. The
crowdsourcing process has two aspects:

The e�ciency of a solution to a search problem will be evaluated
using the following parameters:
Quality of the solution: Quality of the solution will be measured in terms of the expertise of the users in the solution. Formally
we de�ne the quality of an answer A(R) as follows:

• Worker and task selection: Let W (t x ) be the set of workers
hired at time t x . As mentioned in the de�nition of cascade,
at time t x +1 , the user i (initiator of the query) receives
cascadet x +1 as the new set of candidate workers (i.e., the
workers W (t x ) recommends a subset of their neighbours
cascadet x +1 as the solution to the query) from the workers
W (t x ). At t x +1 i has to decide on the subset of cascadet x +1
to hire at t x +1 . So that it can maximize the quality of the
solution and at the same time it should minimize the total
number participants.
• Reward Distribution: Let the search be terminated at time
t x and W (t 0 ),W (t 1 ), . . . ,W (t x ) be the set of workers hired
at time t 0 , t 1 , . . . , t x respectively. Also, let i announce a
reward Y (positive integer) as it initiates the search. i should
also mention a payment scheme : [t x ti W (t x ) 7! Y 0 such
P
that
( j ) = Y . This means completely
j 2[t x ti W (t x )
distributes Y among the hired workers. should be such that
any worker can maximize its payment by recommending
the best users for the received query.

Q (A(R)) = |R \ [ j 2A(R) K ( j )|
Cascade size: It denotes the total number of users involved in the
search. As the users will be rewarded for their contribution in the
search, it is desirable that the number of participants remains as a
minimum and yet the search returns a good quality result. If the
number of participants in a search is less then participants get a
better share of the reward and their motivation to participate in
the search increases.
The search process without crowdsourcing is as follows:
• An agent 2 V initiates the search by sending a query to
its neighbours, i.e., N ( , 1).
• The agents in the set N ( , 1) send the same query to their
respective neighbours and so on, until the query reaches
an agent who has the answer. It is assumed that does not
not know who has the answer. The search process triggers a
cascade in the network.
We denote discrete time instances by t 0 , ti , t 2 , . . . . We formally
de�ne the cascade (set of users who have participated in the search)
created by the search as follows:

Note that,
• We assume that a user immediately answers a query and it
takes exactly one time instant for the query to propagate
through an edge. Hence, Instead of terminating the query
after certain time duration, we terminate the query after
certain distance from i .
• The cascade can be represented as Cascade 1 , Cascade 2 , . . . , Cascade j
where the search was terminated after it reached a distance
j from i .

De�nition 2.2. Cascade: A cascade process initiated at a vertex
i is de�ned as follows:
(1) At t 0 , the process starts at i and sends its query (R, x ) to its
neighbours in the DSN G.
(2) At any time ti |ti > t 0 , the current set of agents involved
in the cascade process is denoted as cascadeti ✓ V . This
is the set of agents who are involved in the cascade process at the time instant ti . The total number of agents in
the cascade after the time instant ti is denoted as C ( , ti ).
S
C ( , ti ) = ij=0 cascadet j . cascadeto = i , i.e., the agent
who initiates the cascade. It should be noted that not every
user who receives the query will participate in the search.

3

CROWDSOURCING ALGORITHMS

Our crowdsourcing algorithm has three parts, (a) Worker selection
algorithm (shown in Algorithm 3) (b) Task allocation algorithm (c)
Reward distribution algorithm .
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Worker selection algorithm

The worker selection algorithm is as follows:
(1) Let in the social network G = (V , E), i has initiated query
and so far nodes in the set Cascade = (Cascade 1 , . . . , Cascadei )
had participated. We have choose a subset of Cascadei as
the worker.
(2) For every x 2 Cascadei , we calculate the maximum weighted
path from x to i . Weight of a path is calculated using two
parameters (a) weight of edge and (b)common expertise between two nodes.
(3) We choose z% of nodes in Cascade with maximum path
weights.

3.2

Task selection algorithm

We describe the task selection algorithm as follows. A worker has
two tasks, (a) recommend fraction of its neighbour as the best match
w.r.t the expertise required in the query and (b) as send the query
to a set of chosen neighbours. The task allocation algorithm� nds a
subset of nodes to whom the query will be routed as follows:
(1) Record recommendation of a worker x as the edge ( x , )
in RECCO, if it has recommended .
(2) For all
in the set of recommended neighbours from all
workers, assign it a score as total weight of edges between
and the workers.
(3) Choose z% workers with maximum score.

3.3

4

EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION

In this section, we present experimental evaluation of the proposed
crowdsourcing algorithm. We compare the result of the crowdsourcing algorithm with a greedy algorithm that knows the entire
DSN. Thus the greedy algorithm knows expertise of all workers
and may carefully choose workers to guide the cascade until it
achieves the best solution. Such a comparative result imitates evaluation procedure of online algorithms. We evaluate online algorithm
(which receives in the input sequentially) with an algorithm that
receives all input at once. This evaluation procedure will highlight
how search is a�ected in DSN without the presence of a centralised
entity who has all social network information. First we describe
algorithm that simulates the search as mentioned in De�nition 2.

4.1

Search simulation

In this section we describe the algorithm that simulates the search
in the DSN. In this simulation we model the probability of an user’s
participation using its expertise, the expertise of its neighbours and
the required expertise mentioned in the query. Formally we de�ne
the probability P that an user j will participate in a query at time
ti+1 as follows: At time ti the number of participant of the search
is C ( , ti ).
X
W ( x, j)
In f luence ( j ) =

Reward distribution algorithm

Let the search result for the query (R, x ) has generated the cascade
Cascade = (Cascade 1 , . . . , Cascadei ) and S ⇢ V be the x nodes
chosen as the solution for the query, i.e., the nodes in S has maximum similarity the requirement R of the query. Let the total reward
is and recommendation of the nodes, i.e., results of the tasks
(generated by the task allocation algorithm) allocated to the workers(generated by the worker selection algorithm) are recorded as
the set Recco. For every worker x 2 S we use the following steps:
(1) Let x 2 Cascade j . Denote x as the source and all nodes in
Cascade j [ Cascade j 1 as the sink.
(2) For every a 2 Source and for every
2 Sink,
P and P 0 is the probability that a would participate in the
search with the presence of
and without it respectively.
It is determined by equation 1 (described in next section).
(3) Replace all sinks as the next source if reward for the vertex
in the sink is more than 0. And, Cascade j 1 [ Cascade j 2
becomes the sink.
(4) Repeat this step until we reach i , i.e., who had initiated
query.
(5) As the total reward is , the following should hold:
X
Reward ( x ) =
x

workers to remain truthful. The reward distribution mechanism is
similar to the wining strategy of DARPA Red Balloon Challenge
[22].
We assume that the total reward is� xed and� nite. Hence it is
desirable that the crowdsourcing algorithm generates a minimum
cascade size. If the size of cascade is minimum then the workers will
get better share of the reward and hence will be more motivated in
routing the query in right direction.

(

2C ( ,t i )

In f luence ( j )
W ( x, j)
x 2N ( j ,1)
P
|R\K ( j ) |
|R\K ( x ) |
+
x 2N ( j ,1)
|R |
|R |

P1 = P
P2 =

x , j ) 2E: x

(

x,

j ) 2E:

P = (P1 + P 2 )/2

N ( j , 1) + 1

(1)

In f luence ( j ) measures the probability that j will participate in
the search if it receives the query from the users who have already
participated in the search. In f luence ( j ) depends on the weight
of the edges. High edge weight will imply strong relation between
two user. For example in citation network such edge weight can
be assigned as number of papers two authors have co-authored.
P1 is relative measure of In f luence ( j ) w.r.t all neighbours. P2
measures the probability that a user will participate w.r.t expertise
of the users. A user is more likely to participate in the search if
the required expertise matches its own expertise or expertise of
any of its neighbour. As mentioned in previous section, it is in the
best interest of the users to rout the query to the most appropriate
users in their respective neighbourhoods. Hence a user will always
forward the query to the users whose expertise are similar to the
expertise requirement in the query.
The algorithm for search simulation is as follows:

2Cascade

Note that, we reward an worker if it could in�uence a node important towards� nding the solution, i.e., it could in�uence the node
identi�ed as the solution to query. We use a hierarchical reward
system where reward diminishes as distance of a node from the
node identi�ed as one of the solution is increased. As we only pay
a node if it could provide correct information, it encourages the
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Data: The DSN G = (V , E), K as keyword function, i initiates
the query (R, x )
Result: Cascade C ( , t j )
begin
t = t0
Source
i
Sink
N ( i , 1)
while t  t j do
C ( , tj )
;
for Each x 2 Sink do
P
probability that x will participate
if P > Random() ⇤ then
Add x to C ( , t j )
end
end
Sink
;
for Each x 2 C ( , t j ) do
Add any
2 N ( x , 1) to Sink if
< [tt x =t0 C ( , t x )
end
t ++
end
end
Algorithm 1: Algorithm for search simulation

4.2

Greedy algorithm

The greedy algorithm is as follows: The main advantages of the
greedy algorithm over the crowdsourcing are:
• It knows the solution of the query before the cascade� nds it.
A query (R, x ) looks for x users with cumulative expertise R.
So the greedy algorithm can identify the users who are the
potential solution of the query.
• As it knows the expertise of all users, it knows probability
that a user will participate before the user is recommended
by a user (who has already participated in the search).
Let T ar et be the best set of x users at a distance of maximum i
hops from j who has initiated the query (R, x ) and it will terminate
the query after ti time instances. The greedy algorithm to select
the set Sink to guide the cascade towards T ar et is as follows:
Data: The DSN G = (V , E), a set of users S
Result: Decide subset of S to be added to Sink
begin
T ar et is the best matched node w.r.t the query (R, x )
P be the set of maximum weighted paths from j to T ar et
Score
empty matrix with 1 row and |S | columns
for x’th user in S do
for Each p in P do
P
Score[x] = Score[x] +
2p W ( , x ) using
equation 1
end
end
Return z% users in S with maximum weights using the
score
end
Algorithm 2: Greedy algorithm with entire DSN information

(1) We start the search by marking j (initiator of the query) as
the Source and neighbours of j , N ( j , 1) as the sink.
(2) For each user in Sink, we check if it will particulate in the
search or not. If it participates then we add it as a new source.
(3) At each iteration we mark neighbours of newly added sources
as Sink.
(4) We repeat this process until t j .
(5) Note that a node will participate if P > Random() ⇤ where
Random() generates a random positive number less than
1 and is a prede�ned positive number less than 1. If we
increase then it is more likely that a node’s probability of
participation will increase with higher value of P. Hence
controls the impact of P in deciding a nodes participation.
Higher value of will indicate that only high valued P will let
a node to participate. We refer as the strength of in�uence.

4.3

Crowdsourcing algorithms

The crowdsourcing algorithm has two parts. Algorithm 3 shows
the process of worker selection described in previous section and
algorithm 4 shows the task allocation algorithm.
Data: The DSN G = (V , E), a set of users S
Result: Decide subset of S to be added to Sink
begin
Cascadei
last added nodes to the cascade
P
maximum weighted paths from each x 2 Cascadei
to query source x
Return z% nodes in Cascadei with maximum weighted
paths in P
end
Algorithm 3: Worker selection algorithm

Note that,
(1) The above algorithm can only be improved by careful selection of Sink, i.e., we can improve the algorithm by carefully
routing the query to the users who have appropriate expertise.
(2) The scope of crowdsourcing is assigning value to the variable
Sink. We use worker-selection algorithm for this purpose.
The reward distribution algorithm motivates the users to
remain truthful about recommending their neighbours.
(3) We compare the performance of crowdsourcing algorithm
with a greedy algorithm that has all DSN information. Such
algorithm may e�ciently exploit the entire DSN expertise
information to assign appropriate value to the Sink.

4.4

Experiments

We use citation network data from ACM information system published between 2002 and 2011 recorded in [10]. We construct a connected subgraph from this citation network with the following pa#Nodes #Edges Avg Deg Min Deg Max Deg
rameters:
4739
6113
2.57
1
298

In next section, we describe the greedy algorithm which may be
used in a OSN.
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Data: The DSN G = (V , E), a set of users S
Result: Decide subset of S to be added to Sink
begin
Cascadei
last added nodes to the cascade
Reco set of nodes recommended by in Algorithm 3.
Score
a vector of length |Reco|
for Each Vx 2 Reco do
Score[ x ] total weight of edges between x and
any
2 Cascadei
end
Return z% nodes in Recco with maximum weights
end
Algorithm 4: Task selection algorithm
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In� gure 1 and 2 we show the outcome of the experiment as we
restrict the search within 9 steps (parameter t j in algorithm 1), i.e.,
the maximum distance of a node added in the cascade is 9 from
the node who had initiated the search. We vary , i.e., strength of
in�uence from .10 to .40. In� gure 1 we show the cascade size for (a)
Algo-1 (algorithm 1 which do not use the crowdsourcing algorithm),
(b) greedy algorithm (which simulate the same search in an identical OSN), (c) Heuristics-1 (only worker selection algorithm) and (d)
Heuristics-2 (worker selection and task selection algorithms). We
observe that algo-1 has the worst performance and other algorithms
perform better as they carefully route the query. The greedy algorithm generate the minimum cascade size. Hence, it proves that the
similar search may bene�t from a centralized authority in the social
network. But performance of crow-sourcing algorithms are very
similar to the greedy algorithm which demonstrates the e�ciency
of crowdsourcing. Note that as we increase strength of in�uence it
becomes more unlikely that a node will participate in the search
unless its neighbours have a strong in�uence on it. Hence, the size
of cascade diminishes as we increase the strength of in�uence. In
�gure 2, we plot the quality if the search results. Quality of search
is measured as the maximum match between the expertise of a
node and the requirement of the query. We observe that, quality
of Algo-1 is better than the rest this is because Algo-1 uses much
bigger cascade size. The performance of other three algorithms are
very similar.
We repeat the above experiments in the same network with
search restriction of within 6 steps (�gures 3 and 4) and within 4
steps(�gures 5 and 6). In these two experiments we observe results
similar to the� rst experiment.
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developed a social search protocol with the objective to minimize
the messages exchanged among the agents. In order to do so, it had
introduced various types of messages which was used to control
the search process. Following [9], we can classify social search into
two categories, (a) social feedback systems and (b) social answering
system. While the social feedback system is a reccomender system
such as [17][24], the social answering system can be an additional
feature of a social network. In all these papers, the main research
problem is ‘how to� nd the right person to ask the question’. [7] had
developed partitioning multi-indexing scheme to provide an agent
with the highest ranked answer. Here the goal is to� nd a document
that matches a query and the distance between the location of the
origination of the query and the document is the minimum. [8]
provides a model driven protocol of crowd-sourced search. [21]

RELATED LITERATURE

The crowd-sourced search or social search uses the wisdom of the
crowd to� nd an answer to a query. [6] has summarized the motto
of this kind of search as
‘It’s not what you know, but who you know’.
[27] had studied the social search problem, where an agent looks
for the best agent to ask a question. [12] had explored the same
problem of� nding the right people to ask. In this model of search,
the trust between the agents play a crucial role, i.e., an agent will
consider another agent’s answer more relevant if they are close to
each other. [4] studied the problem of� nding a short path between
two agents participating in a small world experiment. [25] had
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[10]
[11]

explores quality measures for the crowd-sourced search. Another
form of social search is question-answer forums [5]. In such a forum,
any agent asks a question and experts in the forum provide the
answer.
Finding the right person to ask the question is one of the main
problem in the research of social search. We may need to gather a
set of agents with various expertizes to� nd an answer to a query.
This is similar to� nding a team of experts. In [13, 15, 16] such team
formation problems are investigated.
The social search procedure has similarities with (a) infection
propagation in a network [11, 14], (b) rumour propagation in a
social network [19] and (c) models of biological infection outbreaks
[18]. In these problems an agent passes the query or the virus or
the rumor to its neighbours.
In [20] has studied social search with privacy concerns. In their
approach, the social network is partitioned into communities and
each community has a representative agent (a vertex with high
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